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BIOCRBMICAL AND IbM,XONISTOCHEHICAL BASES FOR A RBTINAL 
OSCILLATOR IN THB UT RETINA 
CHANUT E.l GALCERAN D.1 TROW1hl Xi.1 and NGUYEN-LEGROS J.* 
1 Pharmecologie (Prof. C. Jacquot), pat. de Pbarmacie, 92296 
Chatenay-Malabry 
2 NeuroCytologie Oculaire, INS&W 1186, 15270 Paris 06 (France). 

&sJ&+BI to demonstrate the “ccurence of en oscillator using 
dopemine (DA) end q elatonin :MEL). that regulates the daily 
rhythm Of light/dark adaptetiorl in the ret retina, es exists in 
“on mammalian species. 
&&&&: Biochemical assays fo:: DA, di-hydroryphenylacetic acid 
(DOPACI. homovanilic acid (HVAj. N-acetyl-serotonin, and MEL by 
HPLC with emperometric detecticm. and immunocytochemistry of DA 
receptors in Wistar end Brow” Norway (BN) adult male ret8 
submitted foe 10 days to different lighting cycles (LL-light- 
adapted, DD-dark-adapted, DL-12/U cycle), or blockade of DA 
synthesis by alpha-methyl-paratyrosine (alpha-mpt). or blockade 
Of DA-receptors by clozapine. 
w: A D&like receptor wee localized on photoreceptor 
inner segments with both en anti-D2 antiserum (directed against 
the 3rd intracytoplasmic loop) end a” anti-idiotypic antibody. 
in DL rets. The expression of this receptor ves enhanced in DD 
tat* followi”g -dark-induced DA deprivation. MEL ves 
quantifiable in DL BN rats sacrificed et night, while only N- 
&etyl-serotoni” wee detectable in Wistar rats. The retinal DA 
content was Rreatly decreased (80%) after blockade of tyrosine 
hydrorylase activity by alpha-mpt. In this condition. MEL was 
enhanced (about 40X) in DL BN rats. The MEL content also 
incressed (about 30X) following blockade of the DP-like 
receptor by clozwine. in DL BN rats sacrificed et night. 
&&&&J&: The -results confirm the implication of-DA in the 
regulstion of MEL synthesis by photoreceptor cells through e 
D&like receptor I” rats. The <:lorapi”e-induced increase in MEL 
synthesis indicates that the receptor involved is likely to be 
of the D4 subtype. 

THE WEAVER MUTATION: EFFECT ON THE DOPAMINE SYSTEM OF 
THE RETINA. 
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a: While early degeneration of dopaminergic (DA) cells, 
carreleted with 30% DA level depletion, occurs in mesencephelic 
rxclei of weaver mice. DA levels remain unchanged in the 
retina. SO it was interesting to know whether the density end 
morphology of DA cells were also unchanged in that tissue. 
MB!&%&: DA cells were labelled by anti-Tyrosine hydroxylase in 
whole mounted retinas from 7. lo. 14 and 21 postnatal days 
(PND) normal end mutant mice. DA cell density and spatial 
distribution (snalyzed by “VoronoI tesselation”) 88 well es 
cell morphology were compared. 
geB!l&: I” weeLye= retinas. the density of DA cells “es 
increased I56 vs 40 cells/mm2 et PND 14). Moreover, beyond the 
typical retinal DA cells (type 1) whose sOmete usually lay in 
the innermost sublayer of the inner nuclear layer (INL). 
another cell type (type 21 plas observed: their somata vere 
located in the middle of the INL and display e very particular 
morphology of inmature “eur~ns (round and clear nucleus, thick 
dendritic trunks): they sent horizontal processes which finally 
joined those of type 1 in the inner plexiform layer. Fusion 
between processes of neighboring cells could often be observed. 
Since they represent only e low percentage of total DA cells 
(max 12X). they ce”““t eccwnt for the increased density. It 
should be noted that they were mostly located in high density 
areas. 
Go”clueion: The meaning of type 2 cells can be questionned: 
they resemble to e~me accidentally displaced DA cells. observed 
in other rodent retinas. The analysis of DA cells in older mice 
will permit t” specify whether their number remain increase or 
become normal in adults. This observation confirms e specific 
sparing of the DA cell system in the retina. already reported 
in Parkinson patients. 
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DIFFBRBNCBS IN HORIZONTALCELL NEMATOSOMES OF 
TWO TELEOST SPECIES DURING LIGHT AND DARK 
ADAPTATION 
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Institute de Neurociencias, Univenidad de Alicante, Alicante. 
Spain. 

Purpose: We have previously shown the existence of nucleolus- 
like or nematosomes in external horizontal cells (HCs) of White 
perch (Coccus americaw) retinas. Nematosomes were larger and 
more numerous in dark-adapted retinas than in light-adapted ones. 
The nomlxr and size of the nematosomes were inversely correlated 
with the number of spinules. These data suggested that 
nematosomes could be the source of the elcctmn-dense material 
observed in spinules. ?he aim of this work was to determine the 
changes in density and complexity of nematosome structure during 
light or dark adaptation, and study whether there are differences 
across species of teleost. Methods: Black bass (Microprerus 
salmoides) and White perch (R0ccu.r americana) were adapted to 
dark or light conditions for a minimum of 2 hours. The fish were 
then sacrificed and their retinas prepared for EM. Electron 
miCrOEraphs of external HCs were printed and nematosomes were 
digitiged’to analyze the following parameters: cross-section area, 
form factor. fmctal dimension. fibers thicknesses, distance between 
fibers, and area occupied by nematosome fibers. Statistical 
differences were checked by ANOVA. &&& In both species, 
nematosomes were larger, rounder, denser, and more complex in 
dark than in light-adapted retinas. However, the distance between 
nematosome fibers remained constant. When we compared Black 
bass to White perch nematosomes, the former appeared larger, 
rounder, and their fibers were thicker and less complex. 
Conclusions: Light and dark adaptation produce changes in size, 
form, and complexity of nematosomes. probably because of 
changes in the amount of fiber material. The invariable distance 
between fibers suggests a wnstant basic srmctun in nematosomes. 
Finally, we found some sm~ctural differences of nematosomes 
across species. Supported by DGICYT PM 92 0113 and GV- 
2521194. 
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